
+1 (754) 215-7092

cleminshawj17@gmail.com

07 May 1997

English

Seaman’s Book - YES

Vaccinated

No Tattoo’s 

HOBBIES & INTERESTS

 Fort Lauderdale, USA 

JOHN DYLAN
CLEMINSHAW

DECKHAND

PROFESSIONAL OBJECTIVE

MARITIME EXPERIENCE

KEY SKILLS

CONTACT

MARITIME QUALIFICATIONS
STCW 2010 including
PDSD
Elementary First Aid (EFF)
Marine Fire Fighting (MFF)
Personal Survival
Techniques (PST)
Personal Safety & Social
Responsibility (PSSR)
ELEMENTARY
SEAMANSHIP
YACHT RATING
CERTIFICATE
ENG1 Medical
RYA Powerboat Level 2
Small Powerboat and RIB
Master
PWC

Tender driving
Boat maintenance
Line Handling and Knots
Brass and copper 

      maintenance
Washdown
Anchoring and lifting
Hospitality
Bartending
Disciplined
Good Communication

Swimming
Outdoors
Hiking
Traveling
Watersports
Kayaking
Gym
Running

I am a hardworking, optimistic and efficient deckhand looking for my next
position in the industry. My main objective is to gain longevity and sea
miles to obtain my Yacht Master Oceans certificate. Crew members
describe me a joyous individual who melds well with everyone. 

Availability: Immediately

Temporary Deckhan d
EMELINA (52m) | 9th Dec 2023 - 12 Feb 2024
My responsibilities included:

Daily duties- wipe down, squeegee the teak and shammy the scuppers 
Removing Adhesive marks from the boat from left over tape 
Stainless steel polishing
Eco teak and oxalic acid
Night watch- check lines, engine inspection and boat duties 
Wash  downs, cleaning non skid and preventative maintenance
Rinse down
Cleaning leather covers 
Window polishing 
Docking
Deck work, knots, line handling
Cleaning out bulge pump
Redoing tapping the life rings
Cleaning the bilge 
Engine room cleanup
Cleaning bulges

SOUTHERN BELLE (30m) | 2oth NOV-04th DEC 2023

Day Work

My responsibilities included:
•   Stainless steel polishing
•   Wash downs, deck cleaning, preventative maintenance
•   Teak work  (acid wash - Pt1 & Pt2)
•   Detailing and cleaning boat surfaces
•   Tender wash down and detailing 
•   Engine room clean 
•   Assisted with sea trial

Temp Deckhand 
Shalimar (36m) | 19  FEB - 14 March   

My responsibilities included:
Cleaning and maintain boat exterior
Detailing, polish and clean boat surfaces
Washdowns, deck cleaning, and preventative maintenance
Dismantling engine
Cleaning barnacles off the hall of the tender boat
Changing the sea chest
Setup a transformer
Engine room clean up
Tender operations (10m)



Temporary Deckhan d

SV The Impossible Machine (23m) | 27 Oct - 11 Nov 2023
My responsibilities included:

Successfully completed an 800NM delivery from Grenada to the
Dominican Republic
Deck work, knots, line handling
Varnishing and bright work
Stainless steel polishing
Brass and copper maintenance
Anchoring and lifting procedures
Passage planning and manoeuvring.
Night watch and anchor watch
Engine inspection and preparation before departure
Washdowns, deck cleaning, and preventative maintenance
Navigation
Tender Operations
Content Creation
Acting as bosun and crew management

First Mate CJ  | EMELINA 
WA: +1 (561) 629-6137
Email:1stmate@my-emelina.com

Cape. Riley Newgen | Southern Belle
 +1 (541) 212 2582
Email: rileynewgen@gmail.com
 
Capt. Stefan Heiberg | SV  The Impossible
Machine
WA: +356 9911 1520
Email: captainstefan@thepaperboatgroup.com

Storm King | SV SHIRAZ
 +27 76 977 4353

Eugene Klinkert
+27 83 655 0040

REFERENCES

LAND EXPERIENCE

Day Work
SV SHIRAZ | 13 NOV - 17 NOV 2023   

My responsibilities included:
Hall cleaning, clean and maintain boat exterior
Detailing, polish and clean boat surfaces
Plumbing, inspect and maintain water systems
Washdowns, deck cleaning, and preventative maintenance
Engine checks, monitor and maintain engine efficiency

Supervisor - in restaurant optimizing workflow

Sumosan, riyadh, suadi arabia | Jun 2022 - Aug 2023 
My responsibilities included:

Maintained order efficiency and accuracy by fostering clear
communication among kitchen staff, resulting in numerous
recommendations from satisfied customers
Handled customer relations adeptly, managing both complaints and
compliments effectively
Ensured strict adherence to company regulations and staff procedures
Implemented and enforced Covid-19 protocols in alignment with
government regulations
Optimized workflow and productivity by delegating staff responsibilities
and sections

Supervisor - of staff optimizing workflow 

AL JALASA, Riyadh, saudi arabia | Oct 2021 - mar 2022 
My responsibilities included:

Maintained order efficiency and accuracy by facilitating clear
communication among kitchen staff, resulting in multiple
recommendations from pleased customers
Managed customer relations proficiently, handling both complaints and
compliments with effectiveness
Ensured strict adherence to staff procedures and company regulations

Waiter / Bartender 

Waxy O’Connor’s Durban, South Africa | June 2020 -oct 2021
My responsibilities included:

Maintained order efficiency and accuracy by facilitating clear
communication among kitchen staff, resulting in multiple
recommendations from pleased customers
Managed customer relations proficiently, handling both complaints and
compliments with effectiveness
Ensured strict adherence to staff procedures and company regulations
Demonstrated expertise in cocktail crafting and mixology, coupled with a
strong understanding of food and beverage dynamics. Proven ability to
provide tailored drink recommendations while maintaining a commitment
to hygiene, sanitation, safety, and compliance standards.


